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 Even better, it also has a full 3D view of the current situation of the surface water within the selected catchment and it can be
used to model the water balance of any site within the selected catchment. Aquaveo SMS delivers extremely detailed

information. Several maps and rasters are available at the following scales: - [**local**]{}: one tile of the catchment scale, -
[**regional**]{}: several tiles of the catchment scale, - [**global**]{}: one tile of the catchment scale. It is also possible to
access maps and grids directly on top of the model. All this information can be viewed using any modern web browser. The

**H**yris **P**roject **M**odel **S**urface **S**ource ---------------------------------------------------------- The
Hydrological **R**esource **S**urvey, **H**yris **P**roject (HRPS) is a project created by the **E**uropean **G**roup

**M**onitoring **E**nergy and the environment (EUMEGE) [@HRPS]. It was launched in 2008. It has been primarily
devoted to a series of process-based models aimed at simulating the hydrological cycle in the Mediterranean basin. The aim of
the project was to develop a set of models that were compliant with the European Union Environment Directorate Regulation

1528/2003 and that were constrained by EU environment policy objectives. This set of models comprises the distributed model
\`e-Hydrolod\`, the open source model [`hypre`]{}-based model `hypre-hydro` and a new sub-surface model, EMI2, named EMI2

(extended multifluid model), which is itself based on `hypre-hydro` [@Jeanrenaud05]. The EMI2 code uses direct coupling of
advective and diffusive modes to produce a unified (both up- and down-well) model. The code is open-source and available for
free on the Web. It has been used in several intercomparisons within the HRPS project, e.g. [@Fischer10; @Weersma12]. The

EMI2 code is a generalization of the `hypre`-based ** 82157476af
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